Arabs lift oil embargo; shipments coming
VIENNA, Austria ( AP ) - The Arabs
decided on yesterday to lift the oil
embargo they imposed on the United
States five months ago as a political
weapon to win favorable peace terms in
the Middle East.
Saudi Oil Minister Ahmed Zaki
Yamani said the ban would be raised as
of today.
But a spokesman for nine key Arab
states said the oil ministers of the Arab

countries would review their decision at
a June 1 meeting in Cairo.
The United States was getting about
10 to 14 per cent of its oil from Arab
producers before the boycott was
imposed. Oil experts said it would take
between six and eight weeks for Arab
oil to reach the United States.
In Washington, Deputy Press
Secretary Gerald I,. Warren said the

White House had not been formally
notified of the ministers action and
declined comment pending that
notification.
Speaking after the ministers’
meeting. Yamani said, the United
States will get enough oil for its
requirements.
He said the United States will be
getting at least one million barrels a
(lay from Saudi Arabia alone and more

supplies from other countries.
embargo began have lowered oil needs
He indicated the total Arab exports to to a certain extent. Nixon adthe United States would be about the ministration officials had stressed
same as they were last September.
previously most of their restrictions
The decision apparently did not take wonld remain even if the embargo was
into account extra quantities of oil that lifted.
Yamani said exports to West GerU.S. growth in the last five months
many and Italy will also increase to the
would normally have required.
pre-embargo level as they have in
But fuel conservation measures recent months to France, Britain,
imposed in the United States since the Belgium and Japan - all considered

friendly countries.
So-called "neutral" countries have
suffered a 15 per cent cutback since
December and unfriendly countries
were embargoed.
Yainani made it clear that the embargo against Holland would remain in
force. He said the position of Holland
and Denmark remained "unfriendly."
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Modified tenure policy passed by council
A faculty referendum on the 72-25 faculty appointment give his signature for the changed interim policy to become
policy may be coming with Academic Council approval of a effective.
The 75-25 policy, in effect since Dec. 14, now stipulates that
modified interim appointment policy yesterday.
The modified Academic Council version of the interim 75 per cent of the faculty will remain tenured or
policy changes 75-25 to 80 per cent tenured and probationary probationary, while the other 25 per cent will be temporary
faculty, and 20 per cent temporary faculty.
lecturers with year by year appointments.
The Academic Council resolution states that the interim
"Temporary faculty will start the process for a referendum," Dr. David Newman of the SJSU Counseling Center appointment policies will remain in effect with certain understandings:
said. Newman is a member of Academic Council.
The 80 per cent ratio of regular faculty positions is not to
A referendum would probably be an effort to get wide
faculty support for the resolution passed at yesterday’s be understood as an inflexible quota, but defines the point at
which approval for appointments of faculty working toward
meeting.
Temporary faculty will meet Thursday to decide whether tenure must be secured at the university level (through
to request a referendum, according to Odin Knudsen, Academic Vice President Hobert Burns.)
economics lecturer.
Hiring of people to work toward tenure should be
Any faculty referendum requires signatures from 20 per allowed, when justified by curriculum needs and-or afcent of the faculty, then the matter is submitted to all the firmative action (an effort to recruit minority and women
faculty for a vote.
candidates for faculty positions) or exceptional merit,
Honor all authorized, bona fide committments to temHowever, a referendum would only show faculty support
for the council’s resolution. Since Academic Council is only a porary faculty members concerning their future status at
policy advisory board to President John H. Bunzel, he must SJSU.

Sirica orders

No faculty member shall be required to serve more than interim appointment policy.
Jack Thomas, representing the committee of temporary
six consecutive years on a full-time basis before being
faculty accused the professional standards committee of
considered eligible for tenure.
Academic Council and the administration will study the "not properly discharging its function."
He said the committee had not examined the Health,
so-called steady state ( stationary or declining enrollments)
in order to establish a permanent policy by Nov. 1, 1974 to Education and Welfare guidelines and affirmitive action
policies to see if what he called "quotas" of the interim policy
supercede the interim policy.
"This is a quota regardless of what the admin istration were consistent.
says," Newman said.
Dr. Ted Benedict, dean of academic planning, said that up
Newman, a member of the Professional Standards com- until three months ago he disagreed with the prediction of
mittee which proposed the council resolution, was the only steady state.
committee member to oppose it.
Pointing to the predicted drop in spring semester
The policy has a very negative effect on the educational enrollments which effects budgetary considerations,
processes according to Newman. However, Newman said he Benedict said, "things are going to be very tough next year."
would like to see a faculty vote on the resolution.
Dr. George Sicular, president of United Professors of
Rudi Leonard», A.S. president, also indicated he con- California, commented that there are alternate ways to
sidering asking the A.S. Council to put a referendum on the handle steady state.
A.S. election ballot (April 24-25) to ask for student opinion on
quotas and the tenure process.
He said Academic Vice President Dr. Hobart Burns,
The resolution came after about 2’2 hours of discussion and "panicked at the thought of slow down and growth ... and
various motions attempting to change or suspend the present grabbed this particular policy."
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Nixon report
sent to House
WASHINGTON ( APIU.S. District
Judge John J. Sirica ordered the
Watergate grand jury’s Nixon report
turned over to the House impeachment
inquiry yesterday, noting that "it
draws no accusatory conclusions."
He said he had no other choice,
declaring that delivery to the House
Judiciary Committee is "eminently
proper, and indeed, obligatory."
The judge said "It seems incredible
that grand jury matters should... be
unavailable to the House of
Representatives in a proceeding of so
great import as an impeachment investigation," when such reports often
go to police investigations and
disbarment proceedings.
"We deal in a matter of the most
critical moment to the nation, an impeachment investigation involving the
President of the United States," Sirica
said in a 22-page opinion.
The judge allowed lawyers for the
seven men indicted March 1 in the
Watergate cover-up two days to appeal
the riding.
Sirica received the report and
recommendation that it be placed in the
hands of the Judiciary Committee at
the time of the indictments.
John J. Wilson, the lawyer for H.R.
Haldeman and John D. Ehrlichman,
and attorneys for the other defendants
opposed transmittal to the House. One
reason was that leaks from the report
might prejudice their clients’ ability to
get a fair trial, they said.
Wilson said he will file an appeal by
tomorrow afternoon. He would not
discuss the matter further.
Sirica said, "The person on whom the
report focuses, the President of the
United States, has not objected to its
release to the committee. Other persons are involved only indirectly."
He thus gave the first official confirmation of widely published reports
that the secret report centers on the
actions of the President in the aftermath of the Watergate break-in.
At the White House Deputy Press
Secretary Gerald L. Warren said Nixon
had been informed of the order but gave
no presidential reaction.
Sirica said it is up to the committee to
decide whether to accede to a request
by President Nixon’s lawyers that they
be allowed to review the report.
Yesterday’s opinion was Sirica’s last
major act as chief judge of the U.S.
District Court for the District of
Columbia. He relinquishes the title at
midnight, on the eve of his 70th birthday, but will remain an active judge.
The judge had to decide two questions
in connection with the report and a
satchel full of evidence that accompanied it: whether the grand jury
had the power to make such reports and
whether the court could disclose them
and to what extent.

Barbara Harrison

Dinner to help transplant girl

Little girl will get transplant
Terri Lynn Curcuruto, daughter of
Rick and Donna Curcurto, 2798
Hostetter Rd. celebrated her fifth
birthday Sunday at a St. Patricks Day
benefit feast held in her honor.
Sullivan’s Saloon, 3166 Monterey
Rd., hosted a fund-raising dinner of
corned beef, cabbage and Irish stew to
help the Curcuruto family pay for a
liver transplant operation for Terri.
:::: A goal of $15,000 was set to pay for
the operation. Because of the contributions of many Santa Clara

County residents, the goal has been
exceeded and money is still coming in,
according to a spokesman.
Sullivan’s had sets goal of $6,000 for
Sunday’s benefit dinner and according to a spokesman for the night
club, that goal has been exceeded, and
Terri will get her operation.
Terri Lynn, a tiny girl with big
brown eyes, made a brief appearance
at Sunday’s feast. Several people
brought presents to help her celebrate
her birthday.

Those who didn’t bring presents
more than made up for it with their
donations. Several 10-gallon jars were
set up inside the saloon for contributions. The jars seemed to fill up
faster than the volunteer helpers
could empty them. The workers are
still counting the money.
Anyone wishing to give additional
contributions should contact Bob
Sullivan, 227-3123, according to a
spokesman.

Admission criteria
of nursing program
under investigation
By Janet Parker
New admission requirements for the upper division nursing program are being
investigated by the SJSU Ombudsman and A.S. lawyer after criticism by
prospective nurisng students who feel they were not informed soon enough to plan
to meet the new qualifications for fall 1974 applications.
Ombudsman Mike Honda said about nine students have sought assistance from
his office. No progress has been made in investigating the requirements as they
apply to students who already have finished all lower division requirements under
the old admission criteria.
Honda said the progress of the investigation depends on a forthcoming meeting
with SJSU President John H. Bunzel.
According to Dr. Robert Moore, dean of the School of Applied Sciences and Arts,
the new and stiffer requiremtns were designed to "delirnite the number of admittees to the nursing department.
-There’s far more requests to be in the department than there is basis to have in
the department," Moore said.
Under an executive order from Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke, all California State
College and University (CSCU) campuses were required to devise more stringent
admission criteria.
For SJSU that criteria includes:
an overall cumulative grade point average or at least 2.3 for all lower division
courses.
no grade lower than a C (2.0) in any prerequisite.
a "statement of interest" in the nursing major.
a maximum of three letters of recommendation.
a statement of sound health by a physician.
Moore explained most students are objecting to the new 2.3 grade point average
requirement. The previous requirement was a 2.0 average.
In addition, in the past students were required only to pass courses with at least a
D.
"The kids are all stirred up about this," the dean said.
Moore said in the past threre have been as many as six applicants for every one
space in the nursing clinical experience program.
He expects at least a three to one ration for the fall applications.
This year there were about 150 graduates in the nursing program.
"I’m speculating now that we will have more persons qualified even under the
SAC (Supplementary Admissions Criteria I than we will have spaces available for
fall," Moore said.
Moore added students who claim themselves to be nursing majors, are not actually majors until they have been accepted in the junior and senior year, clinicalexperience program.
See page three

Sunday auto crash claims three lives
A crash at 10th and San Salvador
streets at approximately 2:30 a.m.
Sunday took three lives. Dead at the
site were San Joseans Carla Dittburner, 19, of 3063 Woodcrest Dr.;
David Valdez, 23, of 725 N. 17th St.; and
Joseph Lopez, 17, address unknown.
Police investigators said Lopez was

apparently driving a recently purchased Pontiac Le Mans at high speed
when he ran a stop sign and stuck a
compact auto driven by Valdez,
broadside.
The cars skidded, locked together, for
more than 100 feet, damaging four
parked cars. Both Valdez and his

passenger, Dittburner, were ejected,
according to the police report.
Dave Greenway, an ambulance attendant, said "The Vega ( Valdez’
vehicle) was absolutely annihilated.
The right side door was pressed all the
way over to the left door."
Three passengers in the Lopez

vehicle were taken to San Jose
Hospital.
Resident Advisor of Moulder Hall,
Craig Shipley, was one of the first at the
scene. A former ambulance attendant
and member of Ski Patrol he administered first aid to the victims,
according to witnesses.

Professor speaks on Russian dictatorship
By Alfred J. Bru
Despite the "current relaxation
between the Soviet Union and the
United States," the expulsion of
Alexander Solzhenitsyn should serve as
a reminder that the USSR is still a
totalitarian dictatorship, according to
Dr. Peter Grothe, former SJSU
political science instructor.
In a speech yesterday in the S.U.
Almaden Room, Grothe suggested that
the current policy of detente by Communist Party leader Leonid Breshnev

is being challenged by Soviet elites who
support the Stalinistic view of crushing
dissenting opinion.
Solzhenitsyn, author of several works
critical of Soviet policy, "was the
major rallying point for dissidents,"
"And now that rallying point is gone",
according to Grothe.
Undoubtedly, the detente has encouraged some very beneficial
agreements calling for arms limitation,
joint space exploration, increased trade
and cultural exchange. But, Grothe

said, internal vigilance in the Soviet Siberia.
Union is increasing.
Grothe felt that the Soviet actions
"A minimization of ideological were incongruous, because the Western
contamination" is a theme on the rise, world would look upon the expulsion as
amongst the Soviet elite, said Grothe. leniant when it actually was severe.
During the Stalinistic era, a person of
For a Russian author to be banished
Solzhenitsyn’s calibre would have been from his own country, his cultural
strictly dealt with, perhaps with a death roots, is a punishment of the strictest
sentence, Grothe added.
form says Grothe.
In order to maintain the ideals of a
In the final analysis, Grothe feels that
detente, the Soviet Union chose to expel the Soviet elite accomplished its task of
Solzhenitsyn from the country rather minimizing an "ideological letdown"
than send him to the fabled mines in and asserted its totalitarianism.

Applications
for A.S. office
end April 4
The deadline for turning in applications for the A.S. election has been
changed to April 4 at 4 p.m.
The turn in date, along with election
dates, was changed last week by the
A.S. Council at its Wednesday meeting.
The new dates for the elections will be
April 30 and May 1.
Originally, the elections had been
scheduled April 24 and 25, but A.S.
President Rudi Leonardi asked for the
change to provide time for more effective campaigning.
According to Carole Mathews, of the
A.S. election board, campaigning will
begin at noon April 15 and run through
election day. With the new dates, all the
campaigning will be done after the
spring vacation.
Mathews said that applications for
students planning to run for A.S. offices
are available in the A.S. office.
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Nixon entertains a defense
-

This past weekend marked a
turning point in Richard Nixon’s
defense of the Watergate affair.
Until then there had been a faint
odor of rationality in his excuses.
Not that anyone believed his alibi,
but at least he was using the events
themselves to build his case for

Guest

hil Trounstine

executive innocence.
His appearance at the Nashville
Grand Ole Opry, however, ushered
in an era of demagogery, unsurpassed even in the annals of
Dick Nixon.
Nashville Republicans were
warmed up for the President’s

column ---

Communication cut?
Dick Schaaf Journalism major

Point of %lc%

Bureaucratic shuffle
mental patients future
(Ii rip.. Weinstein
Welcome back to the Middle Ages, when the mentally ill roamed the streets.
The campus area houses approximately 1,500 former Agnew State Hospital psychiatric ward residents,
estimated Dr. Don Lowe, director of Santa Clara
Valley Medical Center’s psychiatric inpatients.
Many students’ curiosity along with their defense
mechanisms are roused by the fact that a number of
these former patients wander around in an obvious
sedated state of oblivation which masks whatever
they are.
Perhaps more frightening would be knowing that
this defenseless group of people receive a
bureaucratic run-around to keep budgets slim and tax
payers happy which results in the absence or limited
treatment of the mentally ill.
The Nixon administration reduced available federal
funds for the care of the mentally ill on the assumption
that states and localities would pick up the bill.
Gov. Reagan announced plans to phase out the
state’s psychiatric wards by 1977, except two hospitals
which will remain open for the acutely mentally ill.
This leads to the assumption that communities should
deal with the problem.
Local communities, with their limited outdated tax
base, rely heavily on private entrepreneurs who are in
business to make a buck for the care and housing of
the mentally ill.
The result, as county records show, is that as many
as 30 board and care home in this area do not conform
to the California Building Code.
How can operators who don’t bother to make the
structural changes to make living conditions safe be

concerned about the welfare and development of their
residents’?
After all, the move to convert local abandoned
fraternity and sorority houses into board and care
homes was a financial move to again make the
buildings profitable and not one of social concern.
Although mental patients were encouraged to
return to "their home communities" as the California
psychiatric wards were being phased out and the
patients released, many of them had been in asylum’s
since their adolescence and were severed from the
community where they were born.
So many of these homeless patients had little
alternative but to move into a board and care home.
Medi-Cal, which most former Agnew patients rely
upon to cover medical costs, restricts psychiatric
treatment to two hours a month regardless of the
patient’s mental state.
The California Lanterman-Petris-Short Act of 1968,
designed to increase the civil rights of the mentally ill,
made treatment voluntary.
So, legally, psychiatric treatment to these former
patients can be mandated only if it is proved in court
that the person is physically dangerous to others,
suicidal or gravely disabled.
"Need" for treatment must be re-established annually.
Therefore evading the scanty two hours a month of
psychiatric treatment is fairly easy.
So the mentally ill who are usually poor, severed
from family ties, aging and often members of
minority groups, remain shuffled from one
bureaucracy to the next with none of them claiming
responsibility for this outcast group.

"The chief cause of problems is
solutions.".
This is known as Severeid’s Law
( as in Eric Severeid of CBS) and is
an interesting commentary on the
controversies currently swirling
around the Spartan Daily. Both in
the shift of editorial policy and in
the decision to lop off one edition of
the paper a week, the problems
began as solutions.
This brings into play Schaff’s
Law: ’The ability to and-or for
anything is exceeded only by the
willingness." In these cases,
"anything" involves the art and
act of communicating.
If there is a more fundamental
concept in journalism than communicating, I don’t know what it is.
Yet it seems to me that what we
have here, in both cases, is a
failure to communicate.
The Daily’s new editorial policy
has drawn a great deal of comment; as much, I believe, because
of the way in which it was implemented as for its own merits or
demerits. Logically, when you
embark on a new policy, you explain it first and then do it. This is
known as communicating. For, of
all things, a newspaper to be found
guilty of not communicating is a
woeful state of affairs, and the
Daily is guilty as sin.
It took nearly a week for the
editor’s desk (3-11-74) to let the
readership of the Daily know what
had happened to page two. That the
circumstances surrounding the
eventual explanation weakened it
is evidenced by the subsequent
appearance of charges of suppression of opinion, editorial bias
and similar emotionalisms.
I believe a newspaper has not
only an opportunity, but a
responsibility, to communicate. In
light of Schaaf’s Law, I am led to

wonder whether the idea of
responsibility is actively considered in the offices of the Spartan
Daily. I hope so, but in this case,
hope is all I have to go on.
The idea of a responsibility to
communicate also does not seem to
have been seriously considered by
the department chairman in his
decision to eliminate one issue a
week. (Spartan Daily, 3-14-74) This
is a matter of immediate personal
concern since I will most likely be
on the staff of he Daily next fall.
I am not a great fan of what is
generally called higher education.
It seems to me that the element
most concerned by the consequences of a decision, the
student, is the element least taken
account of in the making of the
decision.
There are approximately 700
students in the Department of
Journalism and Advertising, and
for most of them the Spartan Daily
will be an integral part of their
study of journalism. The decision
to cut the paper from a daily to a
nearly every daily affects each of
them, but I cannot see where their
opinions have been solicited, their
wishes considered, their hopes and
plans taken into account.
I personally take an active interest in both the time and effort I
invest in my education and the
results of that investment. The idea
of mind over matterwe don’t
mind and you don’t matteris not
something I subscribe to, in
education or anywhere else.
It should not be necessary for a
student to have to plead for some
improvement in the quality, not to
mention frequency, of communication, especially in a
department supposedly teaching
the art.

journalism major

arrival with a welcome tune
supplied by the White House.
Words to a song entitled "Stand
Up and Cheer for Richard Nixon"
( sung to the tune of "Okie from
Muskogee") were distributed
among the well-wishers:
"I’ve been hearing talk about
impeaching
The man we chose to lead us
through these times.
But talk like this could weaken
and defeat us.
Let’s show the world we’re not
the quitting kind."
(Rumor has it that the country
song ’Cheating Kind" would have
been a little too blunt.)
But Nixon, worried about
nationally
developing
impeachment sentiment, was not
content with a prefab support rally.
Speaking to a captive Opry
audience, the President explained
that what is important is not
Watergate, but national defense
and patriotism.
And what could be more patriotic
than presidential bluegrass?
Equating his political survival
with national survival, Nixon
warned that the United States must
never become the second strongest
nation in the world.
Peace in the world depends not
just on military strength, Nixon
said, "but on our character, our
love of country, our willingness to
stand for the flagand country
music does just that."
Gone from his explanation were
Rosemary, the 18 minutes, Erlichman, Mitchell and Dean. They
were replaced by the old standard
of bankrupt ideology ... blind
patriotism.
Students of German history take
note. Remember what can happen
when politicians replace their own
with their expedient morality.
swalI
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Letters to the editor
Error correction
Editor,
Please correct the error in
regards to Ms. Lee I,ivinstone in
the March 6 Spartan Daily. In a
review of the SJSU drama
production Amphitryon 38, it is
stated that, according to Jim
Petersen, Ms. Livingstone is
creating the costumes as part of an
M.A. project.
That is not correct nor is it what I
said.
Ms. Livingstone is a lecturer on
the drama faculty with an M.F.A.
degree from the University of
Alberta. She did design and direct
the construction of the costumes as
part of her job.
It was Ms. Gail Kennison who
designed the lights as a part of her
M.A. project. W. Jeffrey Hickman
also did the technical direction as a
part of his M.A. project.
It seems to me some of the
priorities at the Spartan Daily are
very confused when students have
extremely difficult times getting
coverage on fascinating human
human interest stories.
At the same time that the Daily
doesn’t have room for student
stories it continues to print full
pages of pictures and reviews of
events as far away as Berkeley and
San Francisco.
I feel confident that there must
be fascinating stories about other

students on this campus as well as
these two drama students I have
mentioned.
In conclusion I give three cheers
for the letter of March 4 by Merritt
Clifton. Mr. Clifton you are right
on. The drama department does
have difficulty getting coverage
and God doesn’t seem to be
helping.
James W. Petersen
Drama publicity director

Policy discussed
Editor:
For a paper that says they do not
have enough public response to fill
a five-day editorial page, the Daily
sure has been receiving an extreme amount of public response
objecting to this policy. This seems
like a contradiction to me. If you
have not been receiving enough
material to print, then maybe you
should check and see how effectively you have been inviting
comment and rebuttal from
students.
Even more seriously unfair is
your decision to insist on printing
individual names of the writers of
guest columns. With the danger
following Iranian, Greek, Chilean
and other students from dictatorial
countries,
your
policy
will
mean that no such students will
dare express themselves freely

even on this campus. I think this
was made clear by letters by
foreign students whom this would
directly effect.
With this new policy, it seems
that the Daily does not want to
reflect what is going on in the
community. From the publicity
that "streaking" has had, one
would think that 90 per cent of the
community was doing it.
You are lucky the Daily isn’t
sold, because I’m sure your
distribution would drop after the
second-day drop of our editorial
page.
Lina Carrillo
Nursing senior

contrary as the university should
be a sphere of innovative thought
and progressive action.
We here at the at the university-"the cream of the intellectual
crop"should be capable of
creating a better image than the
streakers have cast upon us.
Nudity is anything but innovative. People who consider
nude sun bathing pleasurable,
myself included, have been doing it
at the free beaches for years, and
perverts have been unbuttoning
their overcoats at Valley Fair for
an equally long time.
I can only say that I feel sorry for
the student who must resort to the
shock effect and sensationalism of
public nudity for entertainment.
May the students who died at
Kent State University roll over in
Editor:
For fear of overworking an their graves.
Steve Geddes
already overworked topic, I would
Industrial Arts Senior
like to present yet another opinion
on streaking.
First of all, I would like to
apologize to the people of this state
for the bahavior of some of my
fellow students. Is it with such
idiotic and immature behavior as
streaking that we are to prove to Editor:
The editor and staff of the Daily
these citizens, who are investing
millions of dollars in our future, have found it more convenient to
that we are indeed worthy of their reduce the space devoted to its
editorial material than to find
investment?
By this I am not saying that ideas to fill it. A greater effort
because we are the recipients of should be made on the part of the
public education we are obliged to paper to encourage public exmaintain the status quo. Quite the pression. Do not give us a cheap

the real world. Besides, technology
can only make poverty more efficient, not eliminate it.
I think the point Mr. Lowe was
trying to make is that there are
very few classes (if any) that are
discussing the real situations that
are affecting us every day. These
include Watergate, inflation, the so
called "energy crisis," and the fact
that we have lost control of our
lives.
If subjects like these are not
taught in college, then where
should they be taught?
Judith Smith
Environmental Studies Junior

Sorry for streakers

I() 1U’ defrtided
Editor:
Dr. Mitchell’s reply to the "Lowe
Down" was a real shocker. Well,
maybe not, considering he’s a
instructional
of
professor
technology.
The whole country’s in the hands
of a bunch of Godfathers, every
penny we have is being squueezed
out of us by big business, and the
only comment this prof can make
is defensive in nature.
Maybe we should get our heads
out of the computer banks and into

Daily effort needed

substitute for it in the place which
has, until recently, been reserved
for the exchange of opinion.
The editor and staff have approved a policy that discourages
campus contributions to the
editorial page by refusing to
publish those without the name of
an individual author; thus, they
have supressed all commentary
written jointly expressing the
views of an organization. Students
cannot use the Daily as a means of
expression without being forced to
jeopardize themselves.
I am distressed by the callous
attitude the Daily takes toward
these students. How smugly you
spout, "Those who use the paper’s
pages to voice their opinions must
be prepared to share with it the
responsiblity for their ideas. That
is only fair." When brutal authority
decides what they deserve for their
ideas, your "fair" is meaningless.
You cannot know how serious the
threat of reprisals is. You might
have learned something had you
seen foreign students from SJSU
demonstrating last Thursday in
San Francisco with their heads
bound in scarves, ckiped or
hooded, and their faces shielded by
papers and sunglasses.
I call on the students and
faculty. Do not let the staff of the
Daily make this paper into an
instrument of repression.
Christine Freimark
Art history major
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Bunzel says students streak out of boredom
By John Brayfield
"Streaking," according to SJSU President Dr. John H.
Bunzel, "is as much a put on as it is a take off.
"College campuses have known many pranks and this is
Just another one. Those who thought swallowing goldfish and
panty raids were hilarious may never recover from
streaking," he said.

"Some people have said that streaking expresses a
political point of view," Bunzel continued, "some claim it is
tied into the energy crisis. Others believe it reflects a feeling
of liberation after a long winter of rain and repression.
Personally I don’t think streaking has any message at all,"
Bunzel stated.
"I think it simply means that college students, like

everybody else, get bored."
"I certainly don’t think it says much of anything about the
moral character of young people, except that they like to lay
bare their feelings from time to time," he continued.
"Nor is it a return to the 1950s. I am firmly convinced that
when this newest fad is over, the Republic will still be
standing.

Despite Bunzel’s statements, a veteran SJSU streaker,
who identified himself as "Captain America," told the
Spartan Daily that a group of SJSU students were attempting
to organize a massive streak for impeachment slated for
April 1.
"We hope it will be organized on a national level. We want
to make this a big one," said the streaker spokesman.

Women’s Lib panel airs heated differences
By Barbara Price
Women’s Lib is a White
middle clans movement.
That was the charge of two
Third World representatives
on the SJSU’s Women’s
Week panel, "Women as
Radical Therapists," last
week.
Polly Boyd, coordinator of
the event, agreed with
Chinese and Black panelists

that, "White women want
Black and Chinese women in
their movement to make it
look universal."
"I don’t think I’m ready to
work it out with a White
woman," said Donna Fung,
Studies
Asian
SJSU
professor, in response to a
plea for cooperation between
all women.
A murmur of applause

swept the audience when
Phyllis Lewis, woman’s
coordinator at De Anza
College, said, "I’m ready for
White women to talk about
themselves, but don’t say
you’re ignorant in terms of
Third World people."
The verbal assaults on the
unity of the women’s
movement highlighted a
frequently intense and

heated interchange between
the four member panel and
an audience of over a hundred women and a sprinkling
of men.
Despite a tumult of
disagreement, panelists and
audience agreed that it is a
great struggle to find
identity in a system where,
as one young woman said,
"men define the terms and

men are the therapists.
"Once a women stands up
to what she is, that’s
therapeutic," said Boyd.
Orpha Quadros, general
and abortion counselor at
SJSU, acknowledged such a
stand might cause problems.
"A woman who is free,
frees people around her,"
said Quadros, but admitted
that, "you’ve got to hang in

there, no matter what the
man say.
"The women I see don’t
have problems, but the
people around her sure do,"
said Quadros.
The SJSU counselor said
most of the women she sees
come to her out of
desperation and that most of
them are searching for their
identity.
"The old stereotype of
mother, the PTA worker, is
beginning to crumble, thank
God," said Quadros.
But, she said, many SJSU
freshmen still have "Ladies
Home Journal ways of
looking at women."
Quadros explained that
coeds are still going into
traditionally female occupations like nursing,
teaching, social work and
marriage.
"Many women are very
fearful and timid about their
roles," Quadros said.
But if being a White
woman involves fear and
timidity, being a Black
woman, according to Phyllis
Lewis "puts us in double
jeopardy."

Chris Kidwell

Phyllis Lewis (on table) listens to audience comments

Land available to ’farmers’

r.

Land is available at one
and a half cents per square
foot to persons wishing to
grow organic fruits and
vegetables.
The United New Conservations
( UNC)
has
negotiated with the city of
San Jose to rent two empty
lots that UNC will sublease
to
individual
garden
growers.

lots -one
The empty
located near the intersection
of McKee and White roads
and the other near Tully
eleven
Road-encompass
acres.
"We ask that the food be
grown organically and the
plot to be worked be at least
20 by 60 feet," said UNC
Lilyan
representative
Brannon.

A lot 20 by 60 feet would
cost the grower 818 annually.
The rental fee pays for the
land, water, and initial land
preparation, according to
Brannon.
"The Santa Clara Valley
wasn’t nicknamed ’The
valley of heart’s delight’ for
nothing," said Brannon.
She said gardening a small
plot (20 by 60 feet) would

entail about eight hours of
work per week.
Bob Wright, an orgahic
food growing specialist, will
be available to give growers
advice.
UNC will be buying seeds
in bulk to help growers cut
costs, according to Brannon
who teaches a class in
organic gardening at the
Evergreen Neighborhood

Center.
"We’d prefer to see this
open fertile urban land
covered with gardens rather
than more buildings," said
Brannon.
Persons who wish to sign
up for a plot or obtain more
information may call UNC at
292-0288 or visit the office at
84 S. 5th St., according to
Brannon.

2. 3 GPA questioned by students

Nursing requirements under attack
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Therefore, Moore said he
feels the requirements actually have not been changed
for students while they are in
the department and they do
not have a basis for complaint.
Dr. Richard Whitlock,
dean of undergraduate
studies, said the new 2.3
requirement is the lowest
standard among all the
CSCU nursing programs.
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A letter was sent to
prospective nursing majors
this semester informing
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State Controller and
gubernatorial
IRepublican
candidate, Houston Flournoy
will meet with SJSU
president Dr. John H. Bunzel
tomorrow for an "informal
to
according
visit,"
university sources.
The 11 a.m, meeting will
be closed to outsiders with
the exception of six members of SJSU’s student
media.
Flournoy has no scheduled
plans to speak to the SJSU
public.

and
the
an
ark
ljor

Bunzel hosts
Flournoy visit

them of the change, Whitlock
said.

requirements she will have
to repeat that course.

informs
letter
That
students the first admission
consideration will be "to
those students who have
completed the prerequisites
and are ready to move on to
advanced work.

In addition, her grade
average falls below the new
2.3 requirement.

"This...is fair and also
utilizes university faculty
and facilities to the best
advantage," the letter
contends.
Debbie Redmond, SJSU
junior, is one of those
students who said she feels
she has been affected by the
change.
Redmond received a D in
one class and under new
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She said the requirement
change is fair only for freshmen who have time to
prepare for the new standards.
"The retroactive clause is
unfair," she said.
Redmond said she spoke to

dashed," she said.

Dr. Gwen Marram, chairof
thc, Nursing
man
Department, and was told
she could change her major,
attempt to bring her grade
average up to SJSU standards or change to a private
nursing school.

Honda said he has met
with Marram.

"It’s not right for me to
spend all this time and
money with hopes of getting
into the field I want to and
hopes
then have my

He said the department
has said it will be working
with pre -clinical students
and advising them on what to
do if they do not meet
requirements.

Marram said she would
prefer to hold comment until
certain things have been
investigated.

Lewis said, "The Black
female is typecast as a bitch,
the head of what she termed,
the mythical matriarchal
family."

In response to the charge
of a young woman in the
audience that there is a
reverse racism working
against the White middle
class woman, Lewis said,
"I’m really tired of explaining to White folks how I
feel."
Murmurs of "right on" ran
through the audience when
Lewis said, "If you think the
reason we have illigitimate
Third World women is
because of slavery, fuck
over."
White
because
"It’s
women have had birth
control."
Similarly, Donna Fung
fired at the mostly White
female audience, by complaining that the questions
they were asking were "too
often ego-centric.
"Everyone’s talking about
the woman question in a very
personal way," said Fung,
explaining that as an Asian
woman she is concerned with
larger, social dimensions.
"It’s just as important for
me to think of myself as a
Chinese woman caught in a
political system that’s full of
shit," Fung said.
Fung stressed the fact that
Third World women have to
be allowed to express their
anger.
She saw cleavages in the
Women’s
Movement

because, Black and White
women can "ventilate and
cuss, but the Asian woman
isn’t even allowed to get
angry."
The stereogype of the
Asian woman, Fung said,
was a "Madame Butterfly
tupe," passive, innocent,
young quiet and shy.
Fung
The sterotype,
said, portrayed the Asian
woman as "not just an ideal
mother, but sexually exotic
and full of sexual tricks
you’ve yet to learn.
-This woman, all you
whities and blackies, is the
woman of your dreams,"
quipped Fung.
"She not only fits into your
kitchen but right into your
bedroom lives."
Though Fung said she was
not ready to unite with other
races in the Women’s Lib
Movement, she agreed with
other panelists that both men
and women are guilty of
treating women as sex objects."
Audience questions and
answers following the formal
panel presentation at times
resembled a litany to
identity.
"I am proud," shouted one
blonde girl.
"I have been hung up
because I got alienated from
women and pushed off from
men," she said, punctuating
the air with her fists, "but
now I am proud I am a
woman."
Boyd summed up the
general audience feeling
saying, "I am proud that I’m
no longer somebody else’s
something."

Yet Lewis said the White
male has decided to put the
White female on a pedestal.
"The White woman has to
identify her own racial attitudes."

Spartaguide
TODAY
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORFOR
TUNITIES
will
MATHEMATICIANS
meet to hear Dr. Joel
Brenner of the Stanford
Research Institute at 12:30 in
MH 227.
TOMORROW
THE BLACK LITERATURE
CLUB will meet tomorrow at
noon in the Student Conference Room, Black Studies
Building.
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.’Blazing Saddles’ rides"
into wacky, old West

"Movie tasteless,inane;
creates ’Saddle’ sores
By Mark Whitefield
Mel Brooks new motion picture
comedy, "Blazing Saddles," wastes the
talents of several fine actors just as it
wastes the time of the viewing audience.
The film is many things, but it is not
funny. It is boring, trite, plotless and
tasteless.
Cleavon Little plays Bart, the first black
sheriff in the West. Bart accepts the job of
lawman only because he would be hanged
if he turns it down. Perhaps Little accepted his role in the movie because he
was offered a similar deal by Mel Brooks.
In the film, Little struggles against
insurmountable odds. First, he must battle
the hordes of angry thugs sent against him
by the villainous Hedley Lamarr ( played
by Harvey Korman. Second, he must
battle the terrible script and awful
direction set against him by Brooks.
No thanks to Brooks, Little does succeed
in coming across as almost amusing in a

few spots as he tries to overcome the racial
prejudice of the townspeople he is trying to
protect.
Gene Wilder, who plays Little’s alcoholic
sidekick, and the versatile Madeline Kahn
as a coarse dancehall girl who develops a
romantic attachment to Sheriff Bart,
provide some comic relief. Their roles,
however, are such slapstick caricatures,
that no matter how the actors struggle,
they can never quite overcome them.
Unfortunately for all concerned, Brooks
is not content to remain behind the scenes.
He insists on foisting his objectionable
presence onto the screen.
The movies inane attempts to expose
racial stereotypes crumble when the film
ends in a chaotic scene. The viewer leaves
the theater with a newly acquired bias.
After watching "Blazing Saddles," he has
learned to discriminate against all future
Mel Brooks productions.

Cleavon Little plays a Black sherriff
in Mel Brook’s "Blazing Saddles"

Orosco applauds cultural roots
By Alfred Bru
Discovering one’s cultural
roots is a beautiful experience, "it’s like being
reborn," beamed Jesus
Orosco, chief coordinator
and founder of the SJSU
Cosa Nuestro group.
"Roots are a solid foundation to built your life upon,
to gain a sense of pride,"
added Orosco.
Cosa Nuestra not only
enthe
for
strives
couragement of Latin pride,
but also works towards the
construction of "a musical
bridge that would expose
non-Latin people to Latin
culture," says Orosco.
Gaining a foothold with the
media is uppermost in the
mind of Orosco as a means of
achieving his goals.
Presently, Cosa Nuestra
broadcasts on radio stations
KSJS and KKUP and
eventually will try "to get
onto cable TV.," says
Orosco.
from
Music ranging
"traditional Mexican-Indio
to musica tropical," to
"Latin-rock, soul and jazz,"
comprises the Cosa Nuestra
programs.
Orosco stressed the fact
that the broadcasts are
geared for "anyone who
wishes to expand their
awareness beyond the AngloSazon world that they live
in."
Utilizing its niche in the
radio circuit, Cosa Nuestra
intends "to help give access
to the media sources to
bonafide community groups

who have been thought of as
radical and therefore denied
access," says Orosco.
Until Cosa Nuestra began
to broadcast, existing Latin
radio stations appealed to
people "over 40," Orosco
said.
As a result, the public has
stereotyped Latins and their
music with the image of
"Desi Arnaz and fat
mariachis."

Orosco explained that
newscasters "harass our
people because of of the way
we look" and report a fight
between two Chicanos as a
riot.
By offering an alternate
point of view, Orosco says
Cosa Nuestra could help
expose bias in the media.
According to Orosco, the
Cosa Nuestra receives
plaudits constantly from its

audience and the group’s
membership is on the rise.
In spite of the group’s
immediate success, Orosco
does not regard Cosa
Nuestra’s task force as
"superhuman."
Orosco explained, "we’re
not above the community,
we’re working for the
community. Once we set
ourselves apart from the
community, we blow it."

Carl Ricker

Jesus Orosco at KSJS controls

Symphony casts spell at Flint

Watts is gifted with an
extremely delicate touch
that sends soft phrases
wisping gracefully through
the hall, and he used this
touch to best advantage in
the Andantino. The bolder
sequences seemed crowded
and muddled at times, but
after all, the purpose of a
concerto is to impress the
audience, and Watts looked
phenomenal.
Akiyama’s gloriously schaccompaniment
maltzy
completed the spectacle, and
the audience responded

accordingly.
The rest of the program
was another of this season’s
strange and fascinating
collections of rarely heard
curious, beginning with
Mozart’s Symphony No. 1,
written at the age of eight.
To say the least, it is
nowhere near the level of his
later worksin fact, some
parts sound like what Mozart
was later to satirize in "A
Musical Joke." But the sheer
unbelievability of a child
producing a symphony at all
is enough to make the piece
diverting, and it is also quite
short.
Equally short was Akira
Miyoshi’s "Concerto for
Orchestra" of 1964, a flashy
post-Bartok composition that
proved surprisingly effective, due in most part to a
bravura performance from
the ensemble. Akiyama
whipped his forces into top
condition, rising above
writing which constantly
pulls back the reins on the
musicians. The stellar

percussion section, featuring
Anthony Cirone on mallet
instruments,
was
exceptionally fine.
Florent
Schmitt’s
sprawling "The Tragedy of
Salome" rounded out the
concert. Despite the Germanic sound of his, name,
Schmitt was a French
composer whose place in
history is less that of a
creator than of an influencer. "Salome," written
in 1907, is said to have influenced Stravinsky’s "Rite
of Spring" six years later.
Actually, most of "Salome"
sounds exactly like Debussy,
who was himself a strong
force in Stravinsky’s early
music.
The work was originally
written for a mimed play,
and Akiyama tightened up
the score by judiciously
cutting some superfluous
passages. The performance
was broad and well handled,
and flattered the composer
very nicely.
Akiyama also wisely
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rejected
the
hokey
backstage soprano voice
indicated in the score, opting
instead for the alternative
oboe solo, played superbly
by principal Jean-Louis
ReRoux.

statement, its only purpose is to get a
laugh.)
In desparation, Korman and Brooks
decide that racial hatred is a more
powerful weapon than violence, and they
hire Cleavon Little to be the town’s first
black sheriff.
Here the fun begins, as Little plays on
the towns prejeduce to gain acceptance,
and becomes their savior.
This festival of corn features many
oddities have never before associated with
the old west, such as, a marijuanasmoking sheriff, Mexican soldiers with
chopper handlebars mounted on their
saddles and Howard Johnson’s 1 flavor ice
cream parlor.
If you like to laugh and enjoy yourself,
go see Blazing Saddles," It’s refreshing.

’Yes’ glows on musical trip
and flanked by busts of
By Alfred J. Bru
One of the greatest classical masters, Wakeman
transcendental voyages was was dazzling as his fingers,
Lewis like the speedy legs of
by
undertaken
Carroll’s Alice who ascended spiders, cleverly weaved
through the White Rabbit’s through a web of mellotrons,
passageway into Won- pianos, organs and moog
synthesizers.
derland.
Not to be denied the
Although last Friday
night’s Yes concert at spotlight, Steve Howe made
use
of shrilling guitar imWinterland wasn’t quite as
traumatic as Alice’s ex- provisations.
Arching his back and
perience, an awesome aura
of wonderment did em- vibrating to the intensity of
his output, Howe played
bellesh the proceedings.
Emerging from an un- several guitars that revolved
red on a merry-go-round type
glowing
dulating,
tubular vault, Yes per- stand.
formed music from their
A pedal switchboard set up
"Tales From Topographic to induce reverberation, fuzz
Gardens" album with fiery tone, echoing and tremole
determination and the effects was deftly utilized
scintillating creativity of during moments when Hoew
modern day impressionists. needed a little more than a
Yes were led by the guitar to express his
masterful keyboard artistry emotions.
of Rick Wakeman, who
Subjects material relaying
appeared through the haze of the
wisdom
of
the
the purple and yellow "Ancients," the vitality of
as
a
semi- nature and the search for
lighting
spiritual awareness further
transparent specter.
Draped in a sparkling robe substantiated Yes’ serious

convictions of being musical
artists.
Yes were as stimulating to
the eye as their music was to
the ear. Drummer Alan
White was encased by a
demonically homed dome
with ears serving as screens
for slide projections of
fantasized, astronomical
pictorials.
Wallteman’s
keyboards
had a pipe attachment
resembling a 20-legged
petrified tarantula lying on
its back and whose legs
reached 10 to 15 feet into the
air.
The "tarantula" came to

"Of Mice and Men," John
Steinbeck’s poignant tale of
the friendship between two
itinerant California farmworkers, will be presented in
three dramatic forms this
weekend, March 23 and 24.
The film version, starring
Lon Chaney and Burgess
Meredith, will be shown at 1
p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Admission will
be $1.
The play "Of Mice and
Men" will be presented by
the Theatre of Marvels of
San Francisco on Sunday at
1:30 p.m. in the University
Theatre. Admission will be
$3.
perCompleting the
formance trio will be the
opera version performed by
members of the Spring

ceursope
thqttery
via Pan Am

life at the show’s peak as
Wakeman sent beams of red
light that pulsated through
the pipes simultaneously
with the sounds emitted by
the various keyboards.
A tidal wave of applause
implored Yes to extend their
two hour performance
beyond its peaking point and
the band obliged with a half
an hour encore.
The crowd had definitely
been drawn closer to the
edge of having their minds
totally blown, while Yes
seemed overwhelmed by the
audience’s
enthusiastic
reaction. All in all, it was a
great transaction.

Everything You
Need Is Already
WithinYou.
Discover It.
tho past vvith
wledoe to solve
’
the problems of the present
Psychology Today has called Arica
the nearest !twig we now have to a
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university for
. t. ’
sciousnes, .’.
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’Mice and Men’
in different forms

Tchaikovsky’s No. 1

By Gary Milliken
Soloist Andre Watts and
guest conductor Kazuyoshi
Akiyama brought De Anza’s
Flint Center audience to its
feet Saturday night as the
San Francisco Symphony
presented Tchaikovsky’s
popular Piano Concerto No.
1.
The first movement of this
work is both so familiar and
so pompous that temptation
is strong to dismiss the whole
thing as overplayed and
overrated. With a little effort
at objectivity, however,
several other attrative
points emerge.
The slow movement is one
of Tchaikovsky’s most
simple and tender creations,
and, as with Mozart, solo
passages in the outer
movements bring forth from
the composer adventurous
rhythmic and harmonic
writing that is almost
startling.

By Joan Baldwin
The wacky and utterly insane comedy,
"Blazing Saddles" is now causing gales of
laughter to fill the Century 24 theater in
San Jose.
’he farce-filled cowboy movie turns the
Old West into a king-sized joke.
’The lean plot concerns a doomed town
that evil villansplayed by Harvey
Korman and Mel Brooksplan to run a
railroad through for their own personal
gain.
Korman stars as Hedley Lamar, a
smooth talking entrepreneur, and Brooks,
as the cross-eyed governor Lepetomane,
who runs around in his boxers. The two
first resort to violence to clear out the town
of Rockridge.
Old ladies are mugged on the streets in
the afternoon sun, school children are
harrassed and ( if you can believe it cows
raped. ( Relax, the last indecency if only
mentioned, and like every ather action and

Opera Theatre of San
Francisco on Sunday night at
Dailey
Morris
8
in
Auditorium. Admission is $5.
The three performances
are being held as part of a
two-day celebration of the
formal opening of the
Steinbeck Research Center
on campus.
Participants in all events,
including a panel discussion
of the novel on Saturday,
may receive credit through
Extension Services.
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Streaker’s Special
Tenth Street Pharmacy is having a special on
Trojan and Natural Lamb Prophylatics, 6 free
when you buy 12!
So streak on down to Tenth Street Pharmacy,
448 E. Santa Clara and pick up on a deal you
can’t pass up.

No group membership
No affinity affiliation
No club membership fees
30 different departure dates
14. to 57 -day durations
Comfortable 179-seat Pan Am /07s
Lowest fares to Europe

son froncisco-london-son froncisco
8$29900*
cc

ROUNDTRIP
Plan ahead now and save. Follow these simple steps:
1. Reserve seat 92 days before departure
2. Send $100 deposit with application
3. Pay in full 60 days before departure
The linai more you pay ren,enih on Ohs numner
passengers on 0,
!light This price ranges from 0299 00 minimum to, 5.0850 maiornum
in the off season. horn $339 00 minimum .040680 rnaloornurn during
the shoulder season. and horn 0379 00 minimum to 8454 80 maximum
in ’Irak ieT11011 Prices quoted include a service chorea ranging trorn
$54 00 to $6300. depending tin the Bight you choose II cancellations
on a flight result In sn increase 01 the minunum tare in toms of 70,-.
that flight
ti
rancelInd and plItle moony vnll iO refund*, PM.,
(11101INi do not include a S3 00 U S Departure Tee
oR FULL DETAILS COMPLETE FLIGHT SCHEDULE AND BOOKING FORM
Fill IN COUPON AND MAIL TO
GeoTrek 1400 Coleman Am
Suite
D -22 Santa Clam, CA 95050

Name
*aft

Alto pick up the
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"Plain Talk About Venereal

Disease."

Tenth Street Pharmacy

Stale

OR CALL 1401112401-11434

On the corner of 10th and Santa Clara.
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Women athletes
show promise
Sacramento State finished
higher than the Spartan
women.

T o begin with, Lura Fritz
became the school’s first AllAmerican swimmer by
taking seventh place in the
50 -yard freestyle at the
AIAW nationals in Pennsylvania.

At tne swim meet, the fourwoman Spartan contingent
finished 21st out of 90 schools
and considering it was the
first time a Spartan team
even qualified, it has to be
considered a significant
achievement for coach Jane
Kuivisto and company.

peroutstanding
An
formance was also turned in
by gymnast Michele Moore.
She finished fourth in the
balance beam at the AIAW
Regionals in San Diego. Her
performance has qualified
the 19-year-old sophomore
in
Nationals
for the
Sacramento in early April.

Ii
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It was a great week for the
women athletes on the SJSU
campus.

-

Coach Jan Sjoquist’s team
placed fourth as they
finished with its highest
score of the season-87.7.
Tim Robb

Tim Robb

Miler Mark Schilling won under his own power

but needs help afterwards

Cindermen falter

Sjoquist was most pleased.
"We beat Hayward again,"
she said. Only Long Beach
State, the University of
Nevada at Reno and
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THIS SUMMER, VISIT

Bruins dominate
By Tim Robb
LOS ANGELES-Despite
everal outstanding inlividual performances, the
Ipartan track squad fell to a
.owerful UCLA team 87-56
.unday at the Bruin’s
Vestwood campus.
The meet -a double dual
ffair that included a 106-47
ual victory over Long
State -was
teach
ighlighted for the Spartans
y a fine display of jumping
nd long distance running.
Ron Livers, Louis Wright
nd Curtis Davis all turned
lifetime bests in their
amping events.
Livers soared 51-11t4 in the
ciple jump, as Wright and
iavis went 25-7 and 24-73/4
espectively in the long
Unfortunately for the
Livers’
and
partans,
Vrights’ marks were only

good enough for second place
honors as Bruins’ Clarence
Taylor and Jerry Herndon
won the respective events
with their own personal bests
of 54-113/4 and 25-103/4.
In the distance events,
Mark Schilling, competing
for the first time this season,
won at the wire in the mile
with a 4:05.0 clocking.
Schilling had just enough
"kick" to edge out the
Bruins’ Gordon Innes who
also recorded a 4:05:0.
Marc Genet and Dan
Gruber ran a strong one-two
in the two mile, covering the
eight laps in 9:01.0 and 9:02.4
respectively.
In the 880, San Jose’s Chris
Giannoulas recorded a
lifetime best of 1:51.2 for a
second place finish against
the Bruins.
The local cindermen
picked up 17 points against

the Bruins in the two hurdle
events. Greg Tinnin and
Bruce Leek both turned in
their best performances of
the season for a one-two
finish in the 120 highs. Tinnin
paced the field with a 14.0
victory.
The 440 intermediate
hurdles started well for the
Spartans, as the Bruins’ top
440
hurdler,
Lynnsey
Guerrero was disqualified
for two consecutive false
starts. That left the way for
Spartans’ Lloyd Kaster and
Will Fields to take a one-two
finish.
The Spartans could have
easily swept the event, but
Leek fell while in the lead as
he tried to clear the last
hurdle.

was even stronger, limiting
the worn-out Dons to three
hits, none of which were used
in San Francisco’s only run
in the second game.
There’s not too much one
can say about the SJSU
offense that hasn’t been said
at least a dozen times this
year.
They matched or exceeded
their
usual
six-run
production in both games
t something the Spartababes
have done in eight of their 11
victories). Typically, they
used the first two innings to
get used to San Francisco
pitching before exploding for
a big inning count (a six-run

fifth inning did the damage
in the first game, a five-run
third was all SJSU needed in
the second).
But it was the defense that
came through it surprisingly
well.
The obvious thing for a
defense to do with an eightrun lead would be to go to
sleep.
There was never any doubt
that the Spartababes were
ready for anything.
Centerfielder Tim Connolly threw out Cal Godward
from the outfield when the
San Francisco catcher tried
to score from third in the
fifth inning of the first game.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
GUYS AND GALS-loin a college -age
ballet class at Eufraria School of
Ballet Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers. Small classes,
individual
attention
Beverly
Eutrada Grant. director, 241 1300
LEWIN’S METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
2644 Ashby Ave. Berkeley, Ca. 94705
. Be a New AS. Shopper Write for
Free Catalogue We Mail The Books.

The women’s tennis team
will be in Fresno this
weekend.

Europe

-

The Independent Way
JULY 3 - JULY 31

dual victory string at 12.
The University of Colorado
invades Bud Winter Field
Saturday for an 11 a.m.
inter-sectional dual meet
clash.

Total Cost:

Special Slialeal Rental Rale,

HOTELS EACH NIGHT

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

FACULTY TRAVEL ADVISOR IN
EACH CITY

electric
$12.50
$17.501BM

manual
1 MO. -$8.00
3 mo.- $ 21.00

SanJoseTypewriterCo.,Inc.

$699.

ROUND TRIP PANAM JET SAN FRANCISCO /LONDON

PERFECTION NEEDED? DO IT YOURSELF’

FOR INFORMATION AND APPLICATION, WRITE:
EUROPE - THE INDEPENDENT WAY
P.O. Box 332, San Francisco, CA 94 10 1
OR CALL:

24 South Second -293 -6383-Established 1900

SAVE THIS AD. Most major brands of
quality stereo components available
at dealer cost plus 10 per cent.
Additional discounts available on
guaranteed used equipment. Lowest
prices in the Bay Area. Call 252.2028
after 5 Pm.
4

523.95
FOOT BLACKLIGHT
COMPLETE 18" BLACKLIGHT
012.99. NEW SUMMER KING SIZE
TAPESTRIES 17.50 INCENSE
PACK OF 25 for 29 cents LARGE
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES,
IRON ON TRANSFERS 75 cents
IMPORTED WALKING CANES
PIPES AND
FROM INDIA
STROBE
PARAPHANALIAS
LIGHTS, ONE BLOCK FROM THE
COLLEGE BO E SAN FERNANDO
ST

"SPROUTS" Sandwiches, all kinds
for lunch & dinner Open SundaYs
122 E. San Salvador. Near the
University
- FRIDAY FLICKS presents LITTLE
starring
Hoffman
Dustin
BIG MAN,
& Faye Dunaway. "70’s First Great
Epic." Friday 322 Morris Dailey
Ad. 50c 7 & 10 pm by Alpha Phi
Omega,

RUMMAGE SALE 1245 S. Winchester
Golden Pacific Center March 2321
Hrs from 9.5

ASTRO.NUMEROLOGIST:
All
readings confidential. Includes
astrological analysis 9640204

KIKKORMAT CAMERA Macro tense,
Hasselblad camera 80 120 250. no
Iran also Call John 356.5681 or 286
4608

1 DAY MASSAGE CLASS-Esalon
style 515. or 025 couple Sat. Mar. 239
am to 6 pm. A gentle caring ex
perience. Sequoia Growth Center
1208 Martin Ave SJ Call 2888075
DEERHORN PIPES hand crafted,
beautiful work All sires 525 Will do
custom work For further info Cali
Mike at 2641111 aft 5.30 Pm
DO YOU STUTTER? Contact the
-Stutterers" a self help group Call
227 1598 or 289 9098

AUTOMOTIVE

VILL’OEM[

jump and didn’t win. You
just can’t expect a better
effort than that," Bullard
said.
The dual meet loss to the
Bruins ended the Spartans

Also this weekend, coach
Carol Sullivan’s basketball
team will take on Chico State
in the Men’s Gym at 10 a.m.
Saturday.

(415) 392-5781, Ext. 35

CLASSIFIED

Sprinter Vince Breddell
took a first in the 220 at 21.5
and a second in the 100 at 9.6.

Tight defense helps JV’s
to three wins; now 11-0
Winning is as easy as oneco-three for SJSU’s frosts
aseball team and the
partababes proved it last
Tek with three wins over
ay Area opponents.
After a convincing 16-9
on -league victory over
incoln High School Thur.
Jay, the junior varsity put
way
its
second
oubleheader sweep of the
ear, over University of San
rancisco 8-1 in the opener
nd 6-1 in the nightcap.
Once again it was an allround superb effort that
nproved the Spartababe
.vord to 5-0 in league play,
-0 overall.
"It’s the story of this whole
ear," said coach Steve
enton after Saturday’s
ctories. "Our defense was
iod when it had to be, our
tting came through, and
ir pitching kept the other
ems off the bases."
With the exception of
ursday’s win over Lincoln
igh, the game plan went
mething like this: pitching
strong throughout; the
ters come to life midway
rough the game; and the
fense turns in some
ectacular plays that go
ost unnoticed because of
hard-hitting offense.
The victory over Lincoln
as a story in itself. In what
oked more like betting
ectice than a game, the
artababes pounded out 12
ts, including home runs by
oug Drew and Rich
uardino, in burying the
position.
The role-playing didn’t
tile until Saturday’s
ableheader, when SJSU
xi a pair of games in
oat identical fashion.
41lowing only two runs in
!innings, it almost goes
thout saying that the
artababe pitching was
perb. Kirk Brown picked
his third win of the year
scattering six hits in the
er.
Teammate Charlie Queen

teammate,
Breddell’s
Bobby Hamilton, finished
the 220 in second place but
was disqualified for running
out of his lane.
Spivey Conwill, facing
UCLA’s nationally dominant
440 men, took third in the
quarter mile with a lifetime
best of 48.1.
Head coach, Ernie Bullard
wasn’t unhappy with the
meet results.
"UCLA is very talented
and we did a very creditable
job," Bullard said. Bullard
said that the Bruin’s "outpersonelled" the Spartans.
"Louie (Wright) jumped
his Menne best in the long

This weekend the Spartan
Women’s gymnastic team is
hosting
the
Northern
California
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference
Championships. Events will
begin at 9:30 a.m. Saturday
and go all day. Admission is
free.

AUTO.MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE
TIRED OF BEING RIPPEDOFF?
Call CSIS. originators Of Student
Auto insurance Lowest Rates
Student refused. Call 289.8681 or stop
by 404 So. 3rd St., Second 1100, (3rd
& San SalvadOrl

HELP WANTED
PAR TTIME DEMO, needed for
Microwave ovens, Hr & Days fle.,.
Will train Car necessary. 53 per hr
Company Rep on campus to in
terview Wed 27th Contact Miss
Wilkes at part time employ cent
122 S 9th 277 2277

STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers Ins, Group 25 per cent
discount for 3.0 GPA low non smoker
rates also Call days 948 0223
AUTO INSURANCE Specializing in
Auto and Renter’s Insurance for
Students. We have the lowest rates
available. All applicants placed
regardless of record. Call Mike
Foley 241 3900 for phone quotation.
JOURNEYMAN MECHANIC & fellow
student will save you money on all
types of auto repair Example. VW
tune up 110 parts & labor, all work
guaranteed Call for free advice or
estimate STEVE GEODES 2750921

FOR SALE
MERCEDES IN) SC Blk with New
white top, new Webers See to ap
predate Call Jim 277 2184 or Eve
247.8130 $2700 or best offer
Free
W EEEEEE DS from SS9
discounts,
student
delivery.
Waterbed accessories Noah’s Ark
86 Keyes. 289 8451
KONA CAT 14’ E. Condition, very
fast, Racing Hardware $900 or best
offer 941 3884 Eve

MOTHER OLSON’S,
campus Linen 8.
Color TV, Kit priv,
share. 25 single 122
9504

I houses near
Maid service.
Parking. 1930.
N 8111 St 295

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB-Co
Ed Beautiful building. fireplace.
grand piano, Inside courtyard, kit
color tv, ping pong, linen & maid
serv priv parking S7950 share;
99 50 up to $109 sing 202 5 11th 293
7374
TWO BEDROOM APT. 1125 a inn
part turn, block from State 483 10
St Call 789 9235
NEED FEMALE ROOMATEI Can
move in now Nice 2 bdrrn apt.
walking biking distance from SJSU,
Call 297 0865 aft 6 Pm
2 ROOMATES NEEDED for house 2
blks from campus. Prefer Grad.
students or quiet under -grad. $80
per room Male or female OK 297
3380
ROOM furnished, main floor, clean.
Available to men only. 600 South 9th
St 294 1624

RED BARRON RESTURANTE Is now
acceptingapplications Impart time
host, & food, cocktail waitress.
Apply in person Ask for Jay 923-6060

2 BDRM APT. 540 utl Prefer Grad
Working Student 397 S 18th & Wm
Phone 9984082

TELEPHONE SOLICITORS to set
appointments only Hourly wage
super bonus plan. Hours 1:309 Pm,
Call Jenny AirConditioning 2873480,
1722 A luntion Ave. SJ

ROOMMATES NEEDED to share well
kept 2 story home w w carpet, huge
kit 7 ha liv din, fireplace Call
Dottie 294 8375 or drdp by 298 5 12th.

SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEMAN
w C P and voice defect ,s looking
for a lasting relationship with an
understanding female FREE rent
offered in exchange for kindness &
companionship Call 2997308 aft 5
JOIN with us for the weekend of Mar
22 with the Hassidim from Berkeley.
Call Hillel, 441 5 10th, 293 4188

SERVICES
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s
Reports - Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg - 137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 3504264 cm Gatos
EXPERIENCED TYPING-Electrir,
Term Papers, Thesis, etc. Depend
able Call Mrs Allen 294 1313
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Gentle,
All Natural color, photography for
your wedding. You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives
and a,free white embossed album
Budget priced for highest quality
work. Please call for details.
Photography by Dale Maggio 792,
2601
STUDENT TYPING - Close to
Campus 65 cents page 998 1869
BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY HIGH quality wedding photography
for LOWEST
Bay area rates $88
includes gold & white album 60
color prints of your choice, full set of
KEEPS ALL
BRIDE
slides
NEGATIVES! Extra full color
Staff of 20
8x10’s 01 25 each
Make an aP
photographers
then
pointment see our samples
decide Open every evening until 10
pm for FREE Bridal Packet Call
179 1787 or 757 3161

HOUSING
I BEDROOM IN HOUSE, S100.m0
kitchen priv., color to, Call Ann 923
5873
MEN -Large, cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat 16 outside
entrance. 406 S. 11th St.
LA DONNA APTS. 1 bedroom apts.
5130 w new carpets and turn. Quiet
atmosphere, near campus. 385 S. If
St. Call Ben. 28E8383 or John 356
5708
SHARE APT. $100 me . Utilities
Location El Camino Lawrence
Exp Call Rick 247 5488 after 7 pm
WANTED. College student to share
old, but comfortable home. $17 SO a
mu Gay person preferred Call Ed
287 8311

ROOMMATE WANTED to rent Wig
berm in condominium oft Tully Rd
1100 me Can Terry 214 1355 or 279
2140

TRANSPORTATION
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELINC
E,ghtli annual
un regimenteo
student programs 8 wks in Europe.
8 wks in Israel Europe 6 wit:.
Europe Contact Barbara Nevins
Student Services West, Inc. 2878260
EUROPE
ISRAEL
AFRICA
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ROUND CONTACT: ISCA, 11687
San Vicente Blvd Apt. No, 4 L.A.
Calif 90049 TEL: 12131 826.5669 or
17141 2872010.
FLYING SOON? Well, "It pays to be
young with TWA". Your TWA
Bill
Representative
Campus
Crawford 225.7262 can help yOu
make your GET AWAY Fly at 11 per
cent oft with TWA Youth passport &
take up to 24 months to pan with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD.
Call 225 7261 for information after
5 00 For reservations call 290-6600
or your local travel agent
FLY TO COLORADO for Spring
Break (April 6 14) for only $90,
round trip Call Curt 277-8825
SUMMER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
5349 rd trip plus inter European
flights, rail passes, international ID
cards and more Ask for Barbara at
Student Services West, 235 East St
Clara. No 7100r phone 7870301

-NEW HOURS-

FOUND Smell dos, male, long hair,
gray tan & white Call 967 0549

11 - 3 Daily

LOST Sat afternoon, German Short
hair Brown 8. White, a no old
(Shotgun) Reward Cali Kevin 298
4221

Telephone 277-3175

PERSONALS

Iwo
days

Three f our
days days

Five
days

((

Each addlt
tonal day

3 lines

$1.50

2.00

2.25

2.40

2,50

.35

4 linos

2.00

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

.35

5 linos

2.50

3.00

3.25

3.40

350

.35

6 linos

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

.35
Print

Each additional line
Add
.50

city

Check a Classification
( ) Help Wanted
( ) Housing
) Lost and Found

Print Your Ad Here:
ount approx. .37 letters and spaces for each line)

Rion*

Name

Address

.50
.50
.50
.50
Minimum three lines One Day

) Announcements
3 Automotive
) For Sale

BOOKBINDING Theses. Manuscripts,
collected papers, magazines etc..
Prompt service Day or Eve. 356.
1912

LOST & FOUND

Classified Rates
One
day

TYPIST, EXPERT, ACCURATE. Can
edit papers and Masters. Near City
College Mrs. Aslanian 298,4104

Classifieds

3 BEDROOM HOUSE to share 585
per mo Your own room 2 blocks
from downtown L G 533 Deposit
ref Call 2947347 Or 354 1253

NO

GAS PAINS? SEE AUTO TECH.
Skilled rnech specialixing in Foreign
cars, Economy & Sports cars. Tune
up, repair & front end alignement
Open Sat. Bring this ad for discount
297,3690 790N. 13 St

WILLOW GLEN WEST is a quiet and
ideal student living. Setting 10 min,
from campus near Curtner and old
Almaden Road. Two and Three
BedrOorn units and Townhouses,
furnished and Unfurnished, Patios,
Spacious pleasant
Balconies,
grounds, Pool, Saunas, Rev Room,
Starting S175.00 WILLOW GLEN
WEST APTS. 2118 Canoes Gardens
Ave. 26&1474.

( ) Personals
( ) Services
( ) Transportation

Enclosed is $

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO: SPARTAN
DAILY CLASSIFIED, SAN JOSE
STATE UNIV., SAN JOSE,
CALIF 115114

_

F Or_Days

Deadline, Two days prior to
publICatIon
ConsacutIve publIClitlion date,
only
No refunds on cancellaid Ida

r’,.gss 6, March 19, 1974

SJSU grappler takes 4th
in NCAA finals Saturday

vIncent Herrero

Dave lus, Spartan first baseman, runs down San Francisco
State’s Rich Zerga during Friday’s action. San Jose won the

game, 4-2, and Improved its overall record to 7-8 with a
doubleheader split over the weekend.

Spartans take two of three from
Gators, face OSU tomorrow
By Blaise Castren
Lack of clutch hitting has been the main weakness of the
1974 SJSU varsity baseball team, and that weakness
prevented the Spartans from sweeping a three-game
weekend series against San Francisco State.
SJSU edged the Gators, 4-2 Friday at Municipal Stadium
and split a pair, 10-1 and 0-2, Saturday at the SF’SU diamond.
After winning the first two games of the series to even their
overall record at 7-7, the Spartans were shutout by the
Gator’s Joe Dutto, 2-0 to fall back below the .500 mark.
SJSU managed only three hits and left nine men on base in
the seven inning nightcap, to spoil a strong effort by the
Spartan’s Pat Martin.
After blanking S.F. State on one hit through the first four
innings. Martin allowed the games; only runs in the fifth.
With one out, the next two Gator hitters singled to put
runners at first and third. Gary Massetani then layed down a
squeeze bunt that Martin couldn’t handled to let in the first
run. Tom Del Sarto grounded to second baseman Mark
Kettman who flipped to Rob Brassea for an apparent force at
second. The umpire, however, saw it differently and
everyone was safe.
A sacrifice fly to center brought home the final run.
"Brassea definitely had his hand on the bag," moaned
Spartan coach Gene Menges. ’’That call cost us a run and we
had to play things a little differently."
The Spartans threatened in the seventh when Rick Pitney
and Mark Carroll walked with two outs, but Dan Mays
popped But short to end the game.
In the first game SJSU teed off against the Gators top
hurler Nick Gentile, rattling off 13 hits to produced 10 runs.
Rob Brassea got the Spartans started in the second when
he singled to get a five-run rally going. Other key hits in the

frame were a single by Kevin Barbieri and a double by
Kettman.
SJSU added single runs in the third and seventh and scored
two in the eighth to add to the rout.
Leading the 13-hit attack were Barbieri who was three-forfour and Kettman and Rick Pitney, who were each 2-4.
’ Randy Zylker pitched a strong game for the Spartans as he
allowed only an unearned run in the third inning. He struck
out four Gator hitters in going the nine inning distance and
yielded but three hits.
Friday’s game saw SJSU tally two runs in the bottom of the
fifth inning to break a 2-2 tie and Steve Hinkley made the lead
stand up, as he hurled the full nine frames to notched the
victory.
The Spartans scored quickly, getting a pair of runs in the
last of the first. Mark Carroll walked with one out, went to
third on a single by Brassea, and came home on a basehit by
Dennis Smith. Brassea scored on a wild pitch by S.F. State
pitcher Bocci Barsodi.
After the Gators tied the contest in the fifth, Dave Ius
doubled off the rightfield wall. He went to third on a passed
ball and after Pitney walked, a wild pitch sent home the run.
Infield singles by Carroll and Brassea loaded the bases and
a walk to Smith gave him another RBI and handed Hinkley
two runs to work with.
Despite winning two of three games Menges still wasn’t
pleased with the way his club has been performing.
"We haven’t started playing up to our potential yet," said
Menges. "Most of our hitters are hitting well below their
averages of last year."
SJSU has a busy schedule this week as it hosts Oregon
State for games tomorrow and Friday at 2:30 at Municipal
Stadium and play a doubleheader at U.C. Davis Saturday.

Heisman Trophy winner
signs 4-year pact with Rams
AP
1,0S ANGELES
the
John
Cappelletti,
Heisman Trophy winner
from Penn State, signed
Monday with the 1.os

Cindergals
victorious
in 2 events
Cindy Poor, Judy Graham
and Vicky Eberly are
students at SJSU. They are
also members of Augie
Argabight’s San Jose Cindergals track club.
Although some schools do
have recognized women’s
track programs, SJSU is
mainly concerned with its
much publicized men’s
squad.
For this reason, these girls
compete in much more
obscure meets than the men
do. This, however, in no way
detracts from their drive or
competitiveness. The Cindergals are one of the
world’s most respected
clubs.
Saturday the Cindergals
hosted
the San
Jose
Invitational for women at
San Jose City College. It
brought together all the
track clubs in Northern
California as well as two
University teams.
Poor won the two-mile in
11.03.5 and later ran a 25.9 in
the 220. These are very
unusual events for someone
to double in. The 220 was won
by Debbie Byfield of the
Berkeley Track Club in 24.1.
Along with these two
events, Poor competed in the
440 and mile relays.
The meet, sanctioned by
the Amateur Athletic Union
(AAU), also saw Graham
win the 880 in 2:17.5. Eberly
had a bad day and failed to
place in any events but
Argabight says she is still
rounding into form.

Angeles Rams and said he
took less money to join what
he called a family situation
in the National Football
Ikague.
Terms of the four-year
contract singed by Cappelletti and owner Carrot
Rosebloom at a news conference were not released.
But Jerry Kapstein, the
running back’s attorney,
said it was substantially less
than the more than $500,000,
three-year pact offered by
Philadelphia of the World
Football League.
Cappelletti, a 6-1 217 pounder, and the 11th player
selected in the NFL draft,
said that he dimishes outside
pressures by joining the
Rams.
"Because ! won the
Heisman Trophy, people get
the attitude that I have to be
the best player on the field,"
rappelletti said. "I’m happy

to get in a situation where I’ll
get a chance to break in like
anyone else."
Rosenbloom said Cappelletti received a bonus but
no guarantee that he would
make the club or be a
starter. The Rams return a
backfield that rushed for
more yards than any other
NEL team last season.
"If I want to play I have to
work for it," said Cappelletti, who added the Ram
organization, "is similar to
Penn State. It’s more of a
family thing, and I’m happy
because I didn’t expect to see
it in the pros."
Kapstein said the contract
is a "traditional package for
a No. 1 running back drafted
in the NEI.. The money was
substantially less. We have
not created any new
horizons."
Kapstein said both the
WEI. Philadelphia franchise

and the Rams put final offers
on the table last Friday and
"we told them they were
locked in."
Asked his opinion of the
WEI Kapstein said, "One
difference is glaring at this
point. When the American
Football League came into
existence, it had Lamar
Hunt. I see no evidence of a
Lamar Hunt personality in
the league.

By Terry Day
AMES, IOWADan Kida,
SJSU’s 118-pound wrestler,
captured fourth place in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association NCAA finals
here Saturday.
After placing fifth in the
NCAA tournament last year
and being named a midseason All-American, coach
Terry Kerr was surprised
that Kida was seeded eighth.
"He should have at least
been seeded fifth or higher,"
Kerr said.
Kerr also said that the No.
land No. 3 seed did not place
among the top six, which are
reserved for All-American
status.
In his first match, Kida
faced Bill Racisch from
Westchester State and won a
close decision 7-4. "After
Danny won that match we
knew he had a chance for AllAmerican," Kerr said.
Kida’s second round, the
quarterfinal round, assured
him of the All-American
honors as he defeated Pete
Morelli from Clarion State,
4-2.
The pressure mounted as
Kida entered into the
semifinal round against Jack
Spates of Slippery Rock.
Despite the 8-2 score in
favor of Spates, Kerr said it
was extremely close.

Racketman dump
hapless USF, 9-0
Andy Moffat, SJSU’s No. 1
singles player, is looking
forward to tomorrow’s
tennis match with Oregon
State. "It should be one of
the best matches of the
year," he said.
Action will begin at 2 p.m.
at south campus. San
Francisco State will be here
Thursday at the same time.
The San Jose team evened
their season record Thursday by handily defeating a
hapless University of San
Francisco team, 9-0.
None of the six singles or
the three doubles matches
required a third set.
Moffat returned to his
winning form by defeating
Ron Louie 6-0, 6-1.
Other singles winners for
the Spartans were Bob
Hanse, Tony Yvanovich, Bob
Klyce, Don Screttrini and
Greg Norris.
Joe Meyers joined Maffat
in the No. 1 doubles match to
defeat Louie and Spencer
Fernandez 6-0, 6-2.
Hanson
and
Norris
grabbed the No. 2 match
over Brad Moy and Al Yu 6-1,
6-2, while Klyce and
Screttrini defeated Mike

St1444t444

like San Jose," Kerr said.

I RAGUENEAU’S
BREAKFASTLUNCHPOOLGAMES

Featuring "FOOT LONG"

HOT DOG
with mustard, relish, onions, tomatoes

Served with Potato Salad, Pickle
554
475 E. SAN CARLOS, Btwn. 10th & 11th
I.1111111000111011000
PUBLIC NOTICE
All students for or against the nevv editorial policy of
the Spartan Daily are urged to attend this week’s A.S.
Council meeting at 330 p.m., Wednesday, March 20.

The new Daily policy reduces the forums page from
5 to 3 days per week

or at editor’s discretion/ and does

not allow names to be withheld on guest editorials or
letters to the editor.
You’re invited to express your views.

Nr****************************
The Associated Students Council also invites all
students to attend Budget Comm. Hearings held on
Tuesday & Thursday from 2-5 p.m. in the AS,

Puntias and Lew Periotti 6-0,
6-0 for the No. 3 decision.

we

challenge

Our Officer Selection Officers are looking for a few good college men
maybe 3 out of 100who will make good Marine officers. If you’re one of
them, we’ll give you a chance to prove it during summer training at Quantico. Virginia.
Our program is Platoon Leaders Class, PLC. With ground, air and law
options. You might even qualify for up to $2,700 to help you through college.
But if money is all you’re looking for, don’t waste your time.
The challenge is leadership. If you want it, work for it. If you’ve got it.
show us. It’s one hell of a challenge. But we’re looking for one hell of a man.

411101#14’

BESTSELLERS
WEEK OF MARCH 18, 1974

Sotfut4l4..

achievement from a school

Council Chambers. Third Floor .Student Union.

THE SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

’THE JOY OF SEX, ed. by Comfort
$4.95
Simon & Schuster
’AUGUST 1914, by Solzhenitsen
2.25
Pocket Books
’RABBIT BOSS, by Sanchez
Ballentine 1.95
‘THE EXORCIST, by Blatty
Bantam 1.75
’CHARIOTS OF THE GODS, by von Daniken 1.25
Bantam
’THE ORIGINAL SIN, by Quin
Bantam 1.75
’OUR BODIES, OURSELVES, by the Boston
2.95
Women’s Health Book Collective Simon &
Schuster
’TIME ENOUGH FOR LOVE, by Heinlein
1.95
’THE CAMERONS, by Crichton
1.95
Warner Paperback
’CANCER WARD, by Solzhenitsen
2.25
Pocket Books
But the big news, for both book -lovers and book givers, will be announced next week. The opening day
will be Monday. March 25, 1974. Watch for the announcement!

"In fact we did better than
any other school from
California, that’s quite an

A.S. COUNCIL

SPARKS
In the Student Union"

"The match could have
gone either way," Kerr said.
"I guess it was a good
finish," he added. "The only
thing was if Danny had won
his semifinal match he would
have been on national
television," Kerr said.
Spates went on to win the
118 pound division.
The other two SJSU
grapplers did not fare as
well.
Oscar Trevino lost his first
round match at 126 pounds
and was through for the rest
of the tournament.
Heavyweight
Donnell
Jackson won his first match
but sustained a rib injury
during the second match and
was subsequently pinned.
"Donnell wrestled well
against the man from
Colorado State," Kerr said.
"But when you get up to a
division
such
as the
heavyweights the competition gets much tougher,"
Kerr said.
As for the rib injury Kerr
said that Jackson could
hardly breath after his
second match because of the
pressure on the lungs.
Overall, SJSU captured
111/2 points in the team
standings. At press time a
ranking was not available.
Kerr was pleased with the
overall effort of the team.
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s The Marines

Please send me information on
Marine Corps Platoon Leaders
Class (Please Print)

Boo 38901
Los Angeles, California 90038

It’s the easiest thing in the world.
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